Entropy Change Caused by Martensitic Transformations of Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys
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Abstract: In this paper, our most recent findings on the influence of magnetic order on the main transformational caloric and elastic properties of shape memory alloys (SMAs) are reviewed. It is argued that ferromagnetic order has a strong influence on the temperature interval of martensitic transformation (MT), the characteristics of stress-induced MT, and the shear elastic modulus of SMA. The problem of separation of the magnetic contributions to the entropy change ΣS and heat Q exchanged in the course of martensitic transformation (MT) of SMA is considered in general terms, and theoretical formulas enabling the solution of the problem are presented. As an example, the ΣS and Q values, which were experimentally determined for Ni-Mn-Ga and Ni-Fe-Ga alloys with different Curie temperatures TC and MT temperatures TM, are theoretically analyzed. It is shown that for Ni-Mn-Ga martensites with TM < TC, the ratio of elastic and magnetic contributions to the entropy change may be greater or smaller than unity, depending on the temperature difference TC – TM.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic shape memory alloys exhibit a thermoelastic martensitic transformation (MT) from the high-symmetry phase (austenite) to the low-symmetry state (martensite) and, related to this transformation, display several functional properties. For example, large strains are observed under application of a magnetic field to the martensite due to the reorientation of martensite variants in the so-called “conventional” ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs), like Ni-Mn-Ga and Ni-Fe-Ga [1–3].

In alloys such as Ni-Mn-X (X = In, Sn, Sb), the MT usually takes place between ferromagnetic austenite and weakly magnetic martensite; thus, the application of a magnetic field makes the reverse MT possible, which is referred to as the magnetic shape memory effect, or the metamagnetic behavior of the alloy [4]. Due to large differences in magnetization values between the phases involved in the MT, the metamagnetic alloys show interesting and promising properties, such as high values of magnetoresistance [5] and inverse magnetocaloric effect [6]. In connection with this, the entropy change, ΣS, accompanying the MT for different metamagnetic alloys has been measured (see [7] and
In order to clarify the notation, we note that $S_M < S_A$ and consider the positive values $\Delta S = |S_M - S_A|$, where subscripts $A$ and $M$ stand for austenite and martensite, respectively. Then, the exchanged heat is $Q \leq T_M \Delta S$, where $T_M$ is MT temperature. (The equality $Q = T_M \Delta S$ is fulfilled in the ideal case where the MT follows a reversible path between equilibrium phases.) In some metamagnetic alloys, particularly Ni-Mn-In and Ni-Mn-In-Co, a strong dependence of the $\Delta S$ value on the composition and/or the degree of chemical order of the alloy has been observed [8,9]. Moreover, the entropy change $\Delta S$, measured for alloys with different values of Curie temperature of austenite, $T_{CA}$, and MT temperature, strongly increases with the decrease of interval between $T_{CA}$ and $T_M$ (for the purposes discussed here, $T_M$ can be defined as the peak temperature in a typical differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) run). Considering the $\Delta S$ value formed by an elastic/lattice contribution, $\Delta S_{el}$, and a magnetic contribution, $\Delta S_{mag}$, it was found that the increase of $\Delta S$ can be attributed to the decrease of $\Delta S_{mag}$ ($\Delta S_{mag} > 0$; $\Delta S = |\Delta S_{el} - |\Delta S_{mag}||$) [9]. Very recently, it has been clarified that this evolution is not directly related to a chemical (atomic) ordering effect, but to the higher magnetic order of austenite as $T_M$ goes below $T_{CA}$ [10]. In FSMAs such as Ni-Mn-Ga and Ni-Fe-Ga, the MT can take place between ferromagnetic phases, if $T_M < T_{CA}$ or, for compositions with $T_M > T_{CA}$ and $T_M > T_{CM}$, both phases are paramagnetic. In contrast to metamagnetic transformations, the MTs in these SMAs are not accompanied by a drastic change in the magnetic ordering; therefore, the magnetization change during MT is small, and the contributions of their magnetic subsystems to the entropy change, $\Delta S_{mag}$, have to be different from those observed for metamagnetic alloys.

In this paper, we review our most recent findings on the influence of magnetic order on the main transformational properties of FSMAs, citing as an example the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy system, and we discuss both the measured and theoretically evaluated magnetic contributions to the entropy change $\Delta S$ and heat exchange $Q$ in the course of MT of FSMA for different families of Ni-Mn-Ga and Ni-Fe-Ga alloys. The analysis of experimental data is based on the Landau expansion for the Helmholtz free energy of FSMA, which has formerly been used for the description of the thermodynamic properties of different shape memory alloys; therefore, the main principles of this analysis are applicable to other FSMAs, as well.

2. Influence of Ferromagnetic Order on the Transformational Properties of FSMAs

Due to magnetoelastic coupling, the ferromagnetic order influences the MT strains, elastic moduli, thermal properties of shape memory alloys, etc. The interrelation between the ferromagnetic order and transformational properties of FSMAs has been studied for the case of MT from the cubic phase to tetragonal phase characterized by the lattice parameters $a = b$ and $c$ (see the review article [11] and references therein). To describe this interrelation quantitatively, the Landau expansion for the Gibbs potential has been expressed through the order parameter of MT, $u$. The expansion includes the magnetoelastic term $\delta_{ex} M^2 (T)/3$, which describes, in particular, a spontaneous volume magnetostriction that arises below Curie temperature $T_{CA}$ due to ferromagnetic ordering ($\delta_{ex}$ is the magnetoelastic constant, $M(T)$ is a temperature-dependent magnetization value). It appears that the difference between the coefficients $c_{2m}^f$ and $c_2$ of the quadratic terms of Landau expansion for the Gibbs potential of ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states, respectively, can be estimated as $c_{2m}^f - c_2 \approx 10 \delta_{ex} M^2 (T) \approx 4$ GPa for Ni-Mn-Ga (see [12] for details). Taking into account that $c_{2m}^f = C'/3$ and the shear elastic modulus $C'$ is of the order of 10 GPa if the temperature of alloy is close to $T_{MS}$, it can be concluded that the magnetic order has an important effect on the elastic moduli of FSMA. This effect was observed experimentally and described theoretically in Refs. [13,14]. It was shown that the abrupt changes of the temperature derivatives of elastic moduli observed for the Ni-Mn-Ga alloys with $T_M < T_{CA}$ in the vicinity of their Curie points are induced by spontaneous volume magnetostriction.

The dependence of the coefficients in the expression for Gibbs potential on magnetization of FSMA may explain the influence of the magnetic order on the transformational properties of these
alloys, because the MT strain can be expressed through these coefficients. As such, the MT strains depend on magnetization value if the MT takes place in the ferromagnetic state [11].

It is worth noting that when the magnetoelastic coupling is taken into account, the renormalization of coefficients in the expression for Gibbs potential does not result in any change in its mathematical form. Therefore, the magnetic order does not produce the appearance of qualitatively new features in the MT, but quantitatively changes its characteristics. Accordingly, a quantitative theoretical analysis of existing experimental results and specially planned additional experiments are needed for the estimation of the magnetic and non-magnetic contributions to the physical characteristics of MT. This analysis was carried out for the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy system as explained in Section 3.

In order to establish and further clarify the role of magnetic contributions to the entropy change and heat exchange in the course of MT, the thermodynamic properties of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys exhibiting martensitic transformation above and below the Curie temperature of austenite have been compared [12]. Several experimental results show noticeable differences in the structural, thermomechanical, elastic and magnetic properties between low-temperature alloys (LTAs), with \( T_M < T_{CA} \), \( T_M < T_{CM} \), and high-temperature alloys (HTA), with \( T_M > T_{CM} \). The LTAs undergo the MT from ferromagnetic cubic phase to ferromagnetic modulated tetragonal phase with \( c/a < 1 \) on cooling, whereas MT takes place in the paramagnetic state of martensite in HTAs, and leads to formation of non-modulated tetragonal martensite with \( c/a > 1 \). The absolute values of transformation heat are clearly lower for LTAs compared to those measured for HTAs [1,15–17]. This is an example of the interrelation between the ferromagnetic ordering and the transformational properties of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys. Another example of this kind was discovered long ago. It was observed that the MT in LTAs is accompanied by a jump-like change of magnetization [18]. This effect is related to (i) the relative volume change during MT, \( v_{MT} \), and (ii) the magnetoelastic coupling present in all magnetic solids [19], and is responsible for the emergence of the magnetic contributions of \( \Delta S \) and \( Q \) values as it will be described in the next section. Furthermore, the magnetic subsystem is able to make the main contribution to these values when the MT temperature is close to \( T_{CA} \) [7]. In contrast to LTAs, the magnetic subsystem does not contribute so noticeably to \( \Delta S \) and \( Q \) in HTAs.

3. Evaluation of Magnetic and Non-Magnetic Contributions to \( \Delta S \) and \( Q \)

We have argued above that the elastic properties of shape memory alloys in the ferromagnetic phase depend on magnetic order; therefore, we will consider that \( \Delta S_{mag} \) is the part of \( \Delta S \) that depends on spontaneous magnetization arising below \( T_{CA} \). Therefore, the elastic contribution is \( \Delta S_{el} = \Delta S - \Delta S_{mag} \).

Let the forward MT start on cooling of alloy, when \( T = T_{MS} \), and finish when \( T = T_{MF} \). In Reference [7], the following expressions were obtained:

\[
\Delta S_{el} = \frac{1}{2} u^2(T_{MF}) \left( \frac{dc^f_m}{dT} \right)_{T=T_{MF}},
\]

(1)

\[
\Delta S_{mag} = -\frac{2}{3} \delta_{ex} v_{MT} M(T_{MF}) \left( \frac{dM}{dT} \right)_{T=T_{MF}},
\]

(2)

with \( v_{MT} = (V_M - V_A)/V_A \) representing the relative volume change, and \( T_{MF} \) the martensite finish transformation temperature.

The derivative \( dc^f_m/dT \) can be evaluated through the temperature dependence of the critical stress \( \sigma_{MS} \), which is needed to start a stress-induced MT, as

\[
\left( \frac{dc^f_m}{dT} \right)_{T=T_{MS}} = \frac{1}{3gu(T_{MF})} \frac{d\sigma_{MS}}{dT},
\]

(3)
where the dimensionless coefficient \( g \) depends on the sign of \( 1-c/a \) in martensite and on the direction/mode of axial loading [12]. Taking into account that \( c_m^{1m}(T) \) depends linearly on temperature, and assuming that its slope is constant between the martensite starting and finishing transformation temperatures, \( T_{MS} \) and \( T_{MF} \), we can include the above expression for \( dc_m^{1m}/dT \) in Equation (1), obtaining:

\[
\Delta S = \frac{1}{6g}u(T_{MF}) \frac{d\sigma_{MS}}{dT} = \frac{1}{3g} \left( \frac{c}{a} - 1 \right) \frac{d\sigma_{MS}}{dT}.
\] (4)

It is noteworthy that in cases where both austenitic and martensitic phases are ferromagnetic, the entropy change estimated from Equation (4), as well as the experimental values of the derivative \( d\sigma_{MS}/dT \), are the sum of elastic and magnetic parts, because Equation (3) relates this derivative to the coefficient \( c_m^{1m} \) of the second-order term in the Helmholtz free energy of ferromagnetic phase, which includes a magnetic summand \( \propto \delta_{ex} M^2 \) (see above).

For the phase transition between equilibrium thermodynamic states, the transformation heat \( Q \) is equal to the maximal possible value \( Q_{max} = T_M \Delta S \), where \( T_M \) can be estimated as \( T_M = (T_{MS} + T_{MF})/2 \). Real martensitic state is not entirely equilibrium, i.e., its energy is higher then the energy of the equilibrium state, and so, \( Q < Q_{max} \). Therefore, it is instructive to compare the measured transformation heat \( Q \), e.g., measured by DSC, which fulfills the inequality \( Q/T_M \leq \Delta S \), with the calculated heat values \( Q_{calc} = Q_{max} \), obtained from \( \Delta S_{calc} \) through its dependence on \( d\sigma_{MS}/dT \).

Table 1 shows the collected values of \( Q \), \( Q_{calc} \), \( \Delta S/m \) and \( \Delta S_{calc}/m \) for different Ni-Mn-Ga alloys from Reference [12]. It is worth noting the generally good agreement between \( \Delta S \) and \( \Delta S_{calc} \), as well as the coherence between the values of \( Q \) and \( Q_{calc} \).

### Table 1. DSC-measured transformation heat \( Q \), calculated transformation heat \( Q_{calc} \), estimated entropy change by unit of mass \( \Delta S/m \), and calculated entropy change by unit of mass \( \Delta S_{calc}/m \) for different Ni-Mn-Ga alloys. The a) and b) cases denote the axis direction along which the compression force was applied, as explained in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>( Q ) (J/g) DSC</th>
<th>( Q_{calc} ) (J/g)</th>
<th>( \Delta S/m ) (J/kg·K)</th>
<th>( \Delta S_{calc}/m ) (J/kg·K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{51})Mn(</em>{24})Ga(_{25}) a) case</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{49.4})Mn(</em>{27.7})Ga(_{22.9}) b) case</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{51.5})Mn(</em>{24.9})Ga(_{23.6}) b) case</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) b) case</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) b) case</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) b) case</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) a) case</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) a) case</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{52.6})Mn(</em>{23.6})Ga(_{24.8}) a) case</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ni(<em>{53.1})Mn(</em>{26.6})Ga(_{20.3})</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us focus our attention on alloy 2 from Table 1, for which the experimental data under compression along [100] (case a), and [110] (case b) crystallographic axis are available. For this alloy, \( Q < Q_{calc,a} < Q_{calc} \); thus, the Helmholtz free energies (assuming the same value for the free energy of austenite) are ordered in the sequence \( F > F_{a} > F_{b} \). Here, \( F \) is the energy of the three-variant state arising on cooling of the alloy, \( F_{b} \) and \( F_{a} \) are the energies of the two- and single-variant states induced by the compressive force applied in [110] and [100] directions, respectively. It can therefore be concluded that the presence of an increasing number of variants and corresponding lattice misfit prevents states of lower energy from being achieved.

It is worth noting that, in the case of transformation to a lattice with \( c/a > 1 \) (alloys 7–9), the values of \( Q_{calc} \) are larger than for alloys transforming to a martensite with \( c/a < 1 \). This is properly explained by Equation (4), taking into account the experimental values \( |1-c/a| < 0.1 \) reported for the alloys 1–6, with \( c/a < 1 \) and \( |1-c/a| \approx 0.2 \) obtained for the alloys 7–9 with \( c/a > 1 \) (see [12] and references
therein). Thus, it can be clearly seen that the large values of $Q$ and $\Delta S$ measured for the alloys with $c/a > 1$ are related to large values of MT strain. It can be deduced that for the Ni-Mn-Ga martensites with $c/a > 1$, the elastic part of $\Delta S$ exceeds its magnetic part, while for those with $c/a < 1$, the ratio of elastic and magnetic parts may be greater or smaller than unity, depending on the value $T_{CA} - T_M$.

As was argued above, the separation of the magnetic parts from the total entropy change and transformation heat requires quantitative theoretical calculations. The theoretical expression for $\Delta S_{mag}$ (see Equation (2)) was obtained in Reference [7] from the minimum condition of the magnetoelastic part of the free energy, which depends on the magnetization of the alloy, the transformation strains, and the volume change during MT. The magnetic contribution to the transformation heat can be expressed as a function of $T_{CA} - T_{MF}$ using the relationship $Q_{mag} = T_M \Delta S_{mag}$. As a study case, the $\Delta S_{mag}$ value was computed for the Ni$_{52.8}$Mn$_{23.5}$Ga$_{23.9}$ at% alloy (Alloy A). To avoid computational difficulties arising in the course of differentiation of a discrete experimental function $M_{exp}(T)$, this function was approximated by the solutions of equations

$$M(T) = \begin{cases} \tanh\left(\frac{T_{CA} M(T)}{T_{M}(0)}\right), & \text{if } T > T_{MS}, \\ \tanh\left(\frac{T_{M}(T)}{T_{M}(0)}\right), & \text{if } T < T_{MF}, \end{cases}$$

(5)

where $T^* = T_{CA} [1 + 6(\delta_{ex}/\zeta) v_{MT}]$, and $\zeta / T_{CA}$ is the temperature derivative of the magnetic exchange parameter. The dimensionless parameter $\kappa = 2\delta_{ex} v_{MT}/3$ can be introduced in Equation (2), yielding a function that depends on this parameter, the function $M(T)$, and its derivative. This parameter is present in Equation (5) for magnetization, because it is easy to see that $T^* = (1 + 9\kappa / \zeta)T_{CA}$. The values $M(0) \approx 715$ G and $\zeta M^2(0) \approx 0.1$ GPa have been reported for alloy [20]. The $M(T)$ function was computed and fitted to experimental magnetization values. The value $\kappa$ was considered a fitting parameter [7]. Equation (5) provided an excellent fit of the theoretical $M(T)$ curve to the experimental points in both austenitic and martensitic state for $\kappa = 150$ (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Saturation magnetization of Alloy A computed from Equation (5) (lines) and measured in Reference [21] (open circles). The dashed and solid lines are fitted to the magnetization values measured for the austenitic and martensitic phases, respectively. The fitting was performed by the proper choice of $T_{CA}$ value and parameter $\kappa$ in the formula for $T^*$. The dependence shown by the solid line is used for computation of the magnetic entropy change.](image-url)

This value of parameter $\kappa$ results in a $\Delta S_{mag} = 14.3$ J/kg K, which corresponds to a $Q_{mag} = 4.1$ J/g, with $T_M \approx 285$ K for this alloy. The estimated $Q_{mag}$ is similar to the experimental value of the transformation heat $Q \approx 4.2$ J/g reported for this alloy [22,23]. It can be concluded, therefore, that the magnetic subsystem of this alloy is the main contributor to transformation heat and entropy change.

Substituting the material constants estimated for Alloy A into Equations (2) and (5), and keeping values of $T_{MS} - T_{MF}$ and $T_{CA}$ constant, one can obtain the plots of the functions $\Delta S_{mag}(T_{CA} - T_M)$ and...
when \( \Delta \) is the increase of \( \Delta \) to para- or weakly-magnetic martensite, and it is to be expected that \( \Delta \) be kept in mind that in metamagnetic alloys, the MT takes place usually from ferromagnetic austenite. The transformational behavior of Ni-Mn-Ga is similar to that observed in metamagnetic alloys, such as Ni-Mn-In or Ni-Mn-In-Co, where \( \Delta \) also increases with decreasing \( T_M \) [9,28]. However, it has to be kept in mind that in metamagnetic alloys, the MT takes place usually from ferromagnetic austenite to para- or weakly-magnetic martensite, and it is to be expected that \( \Delta S_{mag} = S_{Amag} - S_{Mmag} < 0 \). At the same time, as the direct transformation is exothermic, the inequality \( S_M < S_A \) takes place, and in accordance with the notation accepted above, \( \Delta S = |S_M - S_A| = S_A - S_M > 0 \). It has been shown that the increase of \( \Delta S \) is mostly due to the decreasing magnetic order of austenite as \( T_M \) approaches \( T_{CA} \).

The \( Q_{mag} \) values estimated from the function \( Q_{mag}(T_{CA} - T_M) \) for the alloys listed in Table 1 are presented in Table 2. (The characteristic temperatures \( T_C \) and \( T_M \) measured for these alloys are collected in the Appendix to Reference [12]; the function \( Q_{mag}(T_{CA} - T_M) \) was computed in [7].)
Considering the data presented in Table 2, it is worth remembering that the expression for $\Delta S_{mag}$, which was used for evaluation of $Q_{mag}$, corresponds to the minimum of the magnetoelastic part of the energy, while minimum elastic energy (and, therefore, maximum experimentally measured transformation heat $Q$) is not reached in the course of real MTs. As such, negative values appear for $Q - Q_{mag}$ and $Q_{calc} - Q_{mag}$. Comparing the values of $Q_{mag}$ with the differences $Q - Q_{mag}$ and $Q_{calc} - Q_{mag}$, which correspond to the lattice contribution of heat exchange, it seems obvious that the majority of the entropy change during the MT is related to the magnetic order when the MT takes place between ferromagnetic phases. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that the consideration of transformation heat as the sum of magnetic and elastic parts is a formal procedure (and has been shown to be useful to estimate the weight of these components). It should be concluded that, physically, the elastic properties of FSMAs are strongly influenced by the magnetic order, and vice versa, the appearance of MT strain upon the cooling of FSMA strongly changes its magnetic characteristics (magnetic exchange energy, magnetic anisotropy constants, ferromagnetic resonance frequencies, and so on).

The general conclusion presented above is supported by the interesting result obtained within the frame of the Landau theory of phase transitions in FSMA as being used for the calculation of $\Delta S$ and $\Delta S_{mag}$ [7]. Disregarding the anisotropic part of the ordinary magnetostriction in the spontaneous strain $\varepsilon_M$ arising in the course of cubic-tetragonal MT and the magnetoelastic part of the free energy, one can obtain (see Reference [7]), the relationship

$$T_{MS} - T_{MF} \approx \frac{1}{\Delta S} \cdot \frac{3\varepsilon_M^2 C'(T_{MS})}{2m},$$

(6)

where $m$ is the mass density. This relationship shows that the width of the temperature interval of MT is inversely proportional to $\Delta S$. Equation (6) has been derived for cases where there is no axial mechanical stress. Its solution, obtained using $\varepsilon_M = 0.04$, $m = 8$ g·cm$^{-3}$ and $C'(T_{MS}) = 1$ GPa, is presented in Figure 3 by the solid line. For Ni-Mn-Ga alloys, there are enough theoretical and experimental data to allow the application of Equation (6). As an example, for Alloy A, $\Delta S = 14.7$ J/kg·K and the experimental values given for $T_{MS}$ and $T_{MF}$ give $T_{MS} - T_{MF} \approx 8$ K, whereas Equation (6) results in the estimation $T_{MS} - T_{MF} \approx 21$ K (see upper arrow in Figure 3). Therefore, it should be taken into account that the martensitic transformation occurs in the ferromagnetic phase of alloy, and so the magnetoelastic term, which describes the axial magnetostriction, must be included in the Landau expansion for Helmholtz free energy. This term involves the magnetoelastic stress, which causes axial magnetostriction. Appropriate computations showed that magnetoelastic stress reduces the temperature interval of MT in Alloy A to experimental value (see dashed line and arrow) [7].
4. Concluding Remarks

Some important remarks, which may inspire new experiments, are as follows:

(a) Experiments carried out for different alloy compositions confirm the linear dependence of $T_{MS} - T_{MF}$ on $\Delta S^{-1}$. This shows that the product $\varepsilon_M^2 C'(T_{MS})$ weakly depends on the composition of the alloy.

(b) It is worth noting that a shear modulus value of 1 GPa gives the correct theoretical estimation for $T_{MS} - T_{MF}$. The value $C' = 1$ GPa is a lower value than that resulting from numerous experiments; given that the choices for $\varepsilon_M = 0.04$ and $m = 8$ g·cm$^{-3}$ are properly defined, choosing a higher value for $C'$ would lead to non-realistic $T_{MS} - T_{MF}$ differences. However, a pronounced tendency takes place: the experimental values of the elastic moduli of different FSMAs reported in the recent works are lower than the values measured previously. For example, the values of elastic modulus ~2 GPa were registered in Ni$_{23}$Mn$_{48}$Ga$_{23$ single crystal using dynamic mechanical analysis [29]; a linear decrease of shear modulus on approaching the temperature of Fe$_3$Pt alloy was reported very recently, the extrapolation of the experimental line to $T_{MS}$ resulted in the estimation $C'(T_{MS}) \sim 0.6$ GPa [30].

(c) A strong increase of $\Delta S^{-1}$ with $(T_{MS} - T_{MF})$ was observed in metamagnetic alloys such as Ni-Mn-In and Ni-Mn-(In,Sn)-Co, see Figure 4. Nevertheless, the inverse relationship, as predicted by Equation (6), was found to be fulfilled only for transformations under magnetic field.

(d) The entropy changes caused by the MTs of different FSMAs were previously estimated from the results of experimental stress–strain tests performed at different temperatures, or from the measurements of elastic moduli (that is, from the experimental values $d\sigma_{MS}/dT$ and $dC'/dT$, respectively). For the correct interpretation of experimental results, it should be remembered that, in cases where MT occurs in the ferromagnetic phase of alloy, the estimated entropy change is the sum of $\Delta S_{el}$ and $\Delta S_{mag}$.

(e) A thermodynamic analysis of existing experimental data was carried out above, without taking into account the five-layered and seven-layered modulation of crystal lattice inherent to Ni-Mn-Ga martensites. The equations, which include the temperature derivative of the stress value initiating the MT, were used. As far as we know, the theoretical analysis of the influence of lattice modulation on this derivative is an open problem.
Figure 4. The reciprocal values of entropy change during MT measured for metamagnetic alloys (symbols). Theoretical values obtained for Ni-Mn-Ga alloy system are presented for comparison by the solid line. Thin lines are guides for the eye [7,28,31,32].
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